
Are you looking for ways to get your teachers, parents and students to think about 

day-to-day issues that involve teaching and learning? If you are, then read this 

book titled TEACHING TALES LEARNING TRAILS. This is a set of ten stories based largely 

on events that actually unfolded – ‘fictionalised fact’ – followed by rich discussions between 

groups of stakeholders, as they reflect on the questions raised by these stories. 

Click here for a preview of the book. Click here for Book Reviews. 

 “A highly enjoyable and stimulating book ... probably the only such book available 

with Indian experience.”  

   – Sharad Behar, Chief Secretary (retired), Govt of Madhya Pradesh 

“So much thought and detailed consideration has gone into so many teachable moments 

and outcomes. In the second part of the book, the community interaction is social justice 

in action, as all voices are heard and given space.”     

 – Alison, Editor, Pademelon Press, Australia 

“This is an unusual book – with snapshots of experiences of students, teachers and 

parents, in school, out of school and with themselves – that takes the reader on an enquiry 

into everyday issues of teaching, learning, schooling and more.”   

– G Gautama, Journal of Krishnamurti Schools, January 2019 

“The contribution of this book to the available tomes on education is unique.”   

– Dr. S. Anandalakshmy, Learning Curve, December 2018 [Azim Premji 

University publication] 

“This book has an amazing collection of stories! Most of the stories have been woven from 

true experiences and are beautifully written, interesting and insightful. Each story is 

unique, a masterpiece in itself, with an important takeaway for the reader.”  

– Gururaj KS, Teacher Plus, November 2018 

“It is a one-of-its-kind book, and you have crafted almost a new genre of educational 

writing.”        

– Alok Mathur, Retired Teacher, Rishi Valley School, Krishnamurti Foundation 

India  

 

 

Paperback (deliverable in India) Rs 399/- plus shipping extra 

For Bulk orders avail of discount from thinkingteacher22@gmail.com  

Kindle Edition (available anywhere) Rs 280/- ($4.04) 
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